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Cathedral ceiling
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                TRIM THE 
Chair rails

The baseboard

The Ogees (cornices)

 Guaranteed success with the Exact-Angle moldings for installation
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 The accessories
  for laying moldings.
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There are lots of moldings, but a single tool, the Exact -Angle Inno-V can you
  ensure guaranteed success. You’ll see why people say it’s hard to cut an ogee, it’s as 

simple cut an ogee that a plinth, the error is that it does not cut the plinth to the right de-
gree. Here is the error to cut the level of the wall.

85 ° angle of the wall
The mistake is to cut 85 °

The error is more obvious
the ogee

Neither the baseboard and nil’ogee were cut to the right degree. We must make the diffe-
rence
between the result (85 °) and the degree to cut.
The degree to be cut is the complementary angle to your result here is the formula
moulure- degree of opening = the degree to cut ie (180 ° -85 ° = 95 ° to the degree cut)

85 ° angle of the wall
But cut to 95 °

Perfect

We took the cup at 95
Here in calculation 180 ° - 95 ° = 85 ° the result which is the angle of 
the wall.
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When the wall is perfectly at 90, you do not 
have a problem because the result is the 
same on each side.

The result The degree to cut

The Right-Angle Inno-V has two different dials, the rapporteur dial that gives the result.
And lined dial that gives the exact amount to be cut to get the right result without calcula-
tion and risk of error. Simply hold the different way of reading rule
research .

The micrometer drive style is as 
accurate as a standard
electronics but without damage 
to the environment.
If the player happens between 2 
lines
add the number of the player
secondary or 1,2,3,4, which is a 
continuous line with a line wit-
hin the window.
And if it is not completely
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Now that you know baseboards and chair rails cut to the right degree of ogees we will 
cut.

We’ll start with the inverted cap method on a
ceiling cathedrals. I will reproduce 2 miniature projects to the workshop to help you in 
your moldings on ceilings of cathedrals.

Find the degree to cut with the Inno-V exact-angle to the dial lined, open rule.
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Now we’re going to make prefabricated corners to the cathedral 
ceiling .as the above low pictures

Fig,E

All projects are made with prefabricated corners.
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Your machine molding, check often,
to have your angle of wearing the exact degree 
are.

Before cutting, place your ogee 
as it lands on a wall bracket, to 

find what kind of ogee is placed. 
Here is an ogee 45 ° / 45 °, but 
you have to change the angle of 
wearing your ogees because this 
ogee is made to wear on a 90 ° wall 
angle.

Take your rapporteur (dial not ligned) on the ruler find the angle of the wall that used to 
modify the molding, which will be put on the wall that .Modifiez focused angle of your mol-
ding using an electric plane.

You only need to change the colors that are 
installed on the walls tilt.
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Holding the exact angle you open the press-inch 
side against the wall as shown in the rule. Play-

back will then ruled on the dial. The real degree cut. 

I make a pencil mark on the molding for you specify the side 
that support the ceiling to better understand the inverted 
ceiling cup.

Press your molding as it
arises, but the ceiling based on the 
apron and the side wall of the back-
rest of the saw. And make pencil 
marks on each side of the ridge, it’ll 
tell you if you move and they will 
serve you for the cutting of the engi-
neered molding.

Your wall angle by 90 ° on the dial then 2 cups lined 45 ° 
inverted ceiling.

Your molding 
arises
usually horizontal-
ly. But it is oblique 
installation.

You must cut the harmful part that prevents rear molding to go 
to the wall, you cut to the front support properly in its place.
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Cut your molding machine 45 and the 
press correctly between your pencil lines, 
because this molding have not worn the 
same angle.
Then press your right to molding and 
backsplash cut to (22.5 ° or more) to make 
your connection joints.

Check your position and nailed here first prefa-
bricated corner.

Find the degree of inclination to cut,
taking the exact right angle and pressing the 
thumb side against the ceiling. You must cut 
your molding without the inverted because it 
is a ceiling, not a tilt angle of the wall, wat-
ching the black line. Make your joints connec-
tions.

Check position and rent your second 
prefabricated corner.
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                  How connections joints.
Press your right molding
the head of your saw cut
at an angle of (22.5 ° or more) 2 
moldings which must
connect, without changing the 
angle
the saw.
Make your joint
reverse connection to your
eye vision this will make the
invisible .

Measure the distance 
between your 2 prefabri-
cated corners and cut the 
molding with its 2 joined 
connections.

Check position and nail
your moldings with
2 joints connections.

Here laying de’ogee 45 ° / 45 °
with prefabricated corner
a cathedral ceiling.
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Holding the Right-Angle
open and right and pres-
sing the side of the thumbs 
against the wall for inter-
nal angles and supporting 
metrics side against the wall
external angles success is 
guaranteed because the rea-
ding is done on the dial
lined, one that gives you the 
true exact degree to cut.

You can cut your molding 
without prefabricated corner. 
But we must discover the 
oblique cut to length, using 
a molding scrap, press your 
position well below rule and 
prolonged the arrival of your 
molding to the right place. 
That’ll give you the distance 
to your molding cut to join 
joint.

b

a

If you want to cut corners without so precast molding your 
length to be cut from point A to B.
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We will replicate 
this project in the 
studio with a bypass 
piece ceiling.

Find your ceiling slope and change your molding 
that covers this inclination.

The tape measure is too broad to give you an accurate measurement to be cut, then you use the Right-
Angle to a reported measure. AND draw the oblique happened to your molding.

Measure reached far
reported and add bring the 
measure.

Find your nails
cut with the dial ruled by an 
angle of 120 °.

So you must do 2 60 ° cuts, you use your rule as a stubborn 
back, and adjust to 30 °. Supported your molding against 
the rule and adjust your deck is 30 ° which’ll give you a cut 
at 60 °.
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So by cutting a 60 ° you will get your result,
2 moldings is 30 °
to go in this angle of 60 ° wall.
Note that you should never cut the molding to the wall 
degree (result) but the degree of the complementary angle 
(lined dial).

Realize cuts greater than 45 ° angle with the Exact-Inno-V
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The lined dial gives true degree to remove here is 120 ° (The complementary angle).

He can ask the broad molding in a cathedral ceiling, here was the molding 52 ° / 38 °
but we’re going to need an additional piece because of the width of the oblique cut.
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A

B

The steps above your machine molding (A) so that it touches the ceiling.
When you ask for your broad molding inclined molding will be wider on arrival (B)
your horizontal molding so we’ll fix this with a complementary molding (C).

C
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Here is the back of the door moldings to the wall. The horizontal molding and trim
complementary, which seal the cut (a.a.) are cut at 45 ° .de each side.
The oblique molding and additional molding that make the cut (B.B) are cut according to the inclina-
tion of the ceiling by the ceiling has an inclination of 30 ° then 2 cups of 15 ° (B. B.)

A
A B

B
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45°/45°
52°/38°

YOU HAVE THE RULE CHARTERS
FLAT CUTS COMBINED ANGLES
FOR EACH KINDS OF MOL-
DINGS.
ESSENTIAL FOR OGEES.
AND SUCCESS IS GUA-
RANTEED.
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Position your molding properly for flat cut with the top of the technique.
The top = the side that touches the ceiling if you follow this technique, you’ll see more 
easily able to cut. To the left of your saw is performed inside corners and
right of your saw external corners.

  Int.1

  Int.2

  Ext.3

  Ext.4

  Int.1

  Int.2

  Ext.3

  Ext.4

TOP TOP

TOP
TOP

Your custom cutting is here forward, your cut will be more accurate because you will have no 
obstacles for vision.

        Details of the flat cut
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